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deformations in the case of compressible ﬂuid and solid constituents, and from the internal dissipation
increment, the general expressions of the plastic potential and ﬂow rule are deduced together with the
general form of the consistency condition. Reference is made to an elementary volume moving with
the solid skeleton in a Lagrangian description, which is treated as an open system from which the pore
ﬂuid can ﬂow freely in and out.
As a result, a generalisation is provided of the classical Prandtl–Reuss relationship of small strain elas-
toplasticity in single-phase media to ﬁnite strainmultiplicative (for F) and additive (for the ﬂuid mass con-
tent) elastoplasticity in saturated porous media with compressible constituents.
The following particular cases are analysed in detail: null plastic volume change of the solid constitu-
ent, incompressibility of the solid constituent, incompressibility of both ﬂuid and solid constituents,
quasi-linear theory (in which the solid constituent is assumed to be nearly incompressible, and therefore
undergoing small volume changes), and geometrically linearised theory. The simpliﬁed approaches pre-
viously presented in the literature are thus recovered within a uniﬁed framework and new, simpliﬁed
constitutive assumptions are made.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Papers dealing with the elastoplastic behaviour of porous media
at ﬁnite strains typically reﬂect the two historical approaches in
the literature to the constitutive modelling of porous media,
namely: mixture theories and the so-called ‘purely macroscale the-
ories’. In the former, the porous media are represented by super-
posed and interacting continua and the ﬁeld equations of each
constituent are derived from averaging processes (Morland,
1972; Bowen, 1976, 1982), whereas the latter were ﬁrst proposed
by Biot (1972, 1973, 1977) and later by Coussy (1989), and assume
that the standard concepts of continuum mechanics are still rele-
vant on a macroscale (Coussy et al., 1998). It is worth recalling that
it is generally accepted that an equation is missing in mixture the-
ory for a saturated porous medium (e.g. Svendsen and Hutter,
1995), so several approaches have been suggested to overcome this
drawback (see De Boer, 1996, for a review of the various propos-
als). Within this framework, Gray and Miller (2005) have recently
proposed a thermodynamically constrained averaging theory start-
ing from the microscale constituent continua to the macroscale.ll rights reserved.This approach was later applied by Gray and Schreﬂer (2007) to
small-strain, multiphase media, recovering the traditional form of
Biot’s coefﬁcients.
Within the framework of mixture theories, the ﬁrst papers tak-
ing the elastoplastic behaviour of the solid material into account
are those by Morland (1972), Kojic´ and Cheatham (1974), De Boer
and Kowalski (1983), and De Boer and Ehlers (1986), each of them
based on different simplifying assumptions, such as geometrically
linearised theory, the special multiplicative decomposition of the
ﬁnite deformation gradient F, the incompressibility of the ﬂuid
and solid constituents, or the small, elastic strains of the solid con-
stituent. Among the ﬁrst works based on ‘purely macroscale theo-
ries’, there are those by Carter et al. (1977, 1979) and Prevost
(1980), that consider incompressible solid constituents and are
based on the Jaumann stress rate in an updated Lagrangian ap-
proach (see also Meroi et al., 1995). In particular, the latter
assumption may lead to unphysical responses (Johnson and Bam-
mann, 1984), and that is why the most recent solutions are based
on hyperelastic formulations.
It is generally agreed that the assumption of incompress-
ibility of the solid grains immensely simpliﬁes the relationships
(Bennethum, 2006), because the coupling between the solid and
ﬂuid phases is much weaker in this case. That is why the compress-
ibility of the solid constituent has mostly been neglected in the
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porous media at ﬁnite strain proposed so far. For instance, Ehlers
(1991), Borja and Alarcon (1995), Diebels and Ehlers (1996) and
Larsson and Larsson (2002), Sanavia et al. (2002) all considered
incompressible solid constituents. Alternatively, the compressibil-
ity of the solid constituents has been considered by means of sim-
plifying assumptions: Advani et al. (1993) and De Boer and Bluhm
(1999) adopted the semilinear theory suggested by Biot (1973),
Coussy (1995) proposed a linear extension of Biot’s classical poro-
elasticity to small (not necessarily inﬁnitesimal) deformations,
Armero (1999) treated the compressibility of the constituents in
a simpliﬁed way, considering Biot’s parameter as a constant (as
in linear theory), Bernaud et al. (2002) considered small elastic
strains associated with large plastic deformations, thus obtaining
constant Biot coefﬁcients, Larsson et al. (2004) identiﬁed the solid
constituent with the ﬁbre bundles being wetted with resin in the
processing of ﬁbre composite materials and neglected the role of
the intergranular stress on the compaction of the solid constituent,
whereas Borja (2006) proposed a geometrically nonlinear theoret-
ical framework based on the current conﬁguration in which the
deﬁnition of effective stress proposed by Nur and Byerlee (1971)
for small strains is recovered with non-constant coefﬁcients.
The compressibility of the solid constituents within an elasto-
plastic model of porous media at ﬁnite strains was considered by
Ehlers (1993), who provided the general functional dependence
of constitutive relationships within the framework of mixture the-
ories for second-grade porous materials, working on the simplify-
ing assumption that the solid constituents can only undergo
reversible volume changes. Unfortunately, the effects of the micro-
scopic volume changes of the solid constituent on the macroscopic
deformation of the solid skeleton were not discussed clearly.
Gajo (2010) recently proposed a fairly general method for deﬁn-
ing the free energy density function of saturated porous materials
with compressible solid and ﬂuid constituents within the frame-
work of ‘purely macroscale theories’. Reference was made to an
elementary volume moving with the solid skeleton in a Lagrangian
description, so – in contrast with mixture theories – the free en-
ergy density is not the simple sum of the free energies of the single
constituents. The aim of the present work is to exploit the general
expression of the free energy density function proposed by Gajo
(2010) to extend a widely-adopted, ﬁnite-strains, elastoplastic
constitutive approach for single-phase media (e.g. Lubliner, 1990;
Maugin, 1992; Simo, 1998) to saturated porous media; this is in
the conviction that the proposed extension is not limited to the
particular constitutive approach to single-phase media taken into
account, although the deﬁnition of the ‘plastic deformation rate’
is somewhat restricted, because it is constrained by the need to
provide consistent evaluations of the dissipation rate in the case
of incompressible ﬂuid constituent.
The elementary volume is treated as an open system from
which the pore ﬂuid can ﬂow freely in and out. As a result, the
strain-like variables are a suitable measure of the solid skeleton
deformation and the pore ﬂuid mass content, whereas the work
conjugated stress-like quantities are the appropriate measure of
the total stress (which is work-conjugated to the selected measure
of the solid skeleton deformation) and the chemical potential of
the pore ﬂuid. The usual multiplicative decomposition of the defor-
mation gradient F into an elastic Fe and a plastic Fp part is associ-
ated with the additive decomposition of the mass content of pore
ﬂuid into an elastic and a plastic part, as ﬁrst proposed by Armero
(1999). The resulting constitutive model takes large-strain micro-
scopic, either reversible or irreversible, volume changes of the solid
constituent into account. The classical Prandtl–Reuss relationships
of the geometric linear theory for single-phase media are thus gen-
eralised to the ﬁnite-strain multiplicative elastoplasticity for satu-
rated porous media with compressible constituents.The content of the paper can be outlined as follows. The as-
sumed kinematic relations with the usual intermediate conﬁgura-
tion and the Clausius–Planck inequality are described in Sections
2 and 3, respectively, whereas the hyperelastic formulation pro-
posed by Gajo (2010) is brieﬂy recalled and extended to the con-
text of irreversible deformations in Section 4. The Clausius–Planck
inequality is subsequently exploited in Section 5 for deducing the
basic structure of the elastoplastic relationships. The consistency
condition and the hyperelastoplastic rates are given in Section 6,
in the general case of irreversible volume changes of the solid
constituents. In Appendix C the following particular cases are
analysed in detail: (i) null plastic volume changes in the solid
constituent; (ii) the incompressibility of the solid constituent;
(iii) the incompressibility of both the ﬂuid and the solid constitu-
ents; (iv) quasi-linear theory (in which the solid constituent is
assumed to be nearly incompressible, thus undergoing small
volume changes, Biot, 1973); and (v) geometrically linearised the-
ory. As a particular case of item (v), the approach proposed by
Loret and Harireche (1991) and by Coussy (2007) for saturated
porous media at small strains with solid constituents undergoing
only reversible volume changes is fully recovered. Although the
constitutive relationships are proposed for the intermediate
conﬁguration, useful hints are given for deﬁning the constitutive
relationships in the reference or in the current conﬁguration
as well.
In the most general case, the constitutive equations turn out to
have a coupling of elastic and plastic properties (i.e. elastoplastic
coupling) associated with a non-symmetric tangent operator. The
relationships are largely simpliﬁed for a null plastic volume change
of the solid constituents (case i), however, or for the incompress-
ibility of the solid constituents (cases ii and iii), because the tan-
gent constitutive operator becomes symmetric due to the
associated ﬂow rule, despite the elastoplastic coupling, which dis-
appears only in the case of geometrically linearised theory (case v),
where the tangent constitutive operator is symmetric for any kind
of behaviour of the solid constituent (provided the ﬂow rule is
associated).
Notation: four tensorial products will be used, that can be de-
ﬁned as follows:
ðA BÞ½C ¼ ðB  CÞA and ðA  BÞ½C ¼ 1
2
ðACBT þ ACTBTÞ;
ðA  BÞ½C ¼ ACBT and ðABÞ½C ¼ ACTBT ;
for every second-order tensor A, B and C.2. Kinematic relations
Let x = u(X, t) denote the current position (with x 2 B in the cur-
rent conﬁguration BÞ of the solid skeleton particle having the ini-
tial position X 2 B0 in the reference conﬁguration, B0. Moreover,
let F = Gradu, and J = detF denote the deformation gradient and
its Jacobian, respectively, whereas L ¼ _FF1 is the spatial gradient
of the spatial velocity ﬁeld (i.e. gradv). The current inﬁnitesimal
volume dX of the solid skeleton is obviously related to its initial
material volume dX0, through dX = JdX0.
The volume occupied by the pore ﬂuid in the reference conﬁg-
uration is n0dX0, where n0 is the initial porosity in the reference
conﬁguration; let n denote the current porosity. If qw and qw0 de-
note the current and the initial density of the pore ﬂuid, respec-
tively, let Jw denote their ratio, namely Jw = qw0/qw. The initial
pore ﬂuid mass content in the inﬁnitesimal volume of solid skele-
ton dX0 is
d ~mw0 ¼ qw0n0 dX0; ð1Þ
whereas the ﬂuid mass content in the current conﬁguration is
Fig. 1. Schematics of the reference conﬁguration ðB0Þ, of the three intermediate
conﬁgurations ðBint ; Bps and Bsf Þ, and of the current conﬁguration ðBÞ when
plasticity occurs.
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which can obviously be rewritten as
d ~mw ¼ qw0
nJ
Jw
dX0: ð3Þ
Let mw and mw0 denote the initial and the current ﬂuid mass con-
tent, both expressed per unit volume of the solid skeleton in the ref-
erence conﬁguration, namely mw ¼ d ~mw=dX0 and mw0 ¼ d ~mw0=dX0,
then from Eq. (3) the ratio Jw is
Jw ¼ qw0
nJ
mw
; ð4Þ
where the term nJ coincides with the Lagrangian porosity deﬁned by
Coussy (2007) for unsaturated porous media at small-strains. Final-
ly, the variation in ﬂuid mass content (obviously coinciding with the
mass of pore ﬂuid exchanged) per unit volume of the undeformed
solid skeleton, mw, is given by the difference between the current
and the initial ﬂuid mass content
mw ¼ mw mw0 ¼ qwnJ  qw0n0: ð5Þ
Note that the Lagrangian quantity mw plays the same role of the
Lagrangian porosity, nJ, introduced by Coussy (2007) within the
framework of small-strain theory.
Likewise, let qs0 and qs denote the initial and the current den-
sity of the solid constituent, respectively, and let Js deﬁne their
ratio
Js ¼ qs0=qs: ð6Þ
Note that Js also represents the local ratio of the deformed to the
undeformed volume of the solid constituent, namely Js = dXs/dXs0,
where dXs = (1  n)dX is the volume of the solid constituent in
the current conﬁguration and dXs0 = (1  n0)dX0 is the volume of
the solid constituent in the reference conﬁguration. As a result,
the current porosity n is given by (e.g. Morland, 1972)
n ¼ 1 ð1 n0Þ JsJ : ð7Þ2.1. Kinematic relations in the case of irreversible deformations
The usual multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gra-
dient F into an elastic Fe and a plastic Fp part will be taken into
account
F ¼ FeFp: ð8Þ
The multiplicative decomposition of F implies the introduction of
an intermediate conﬁguration, which is generally incompatible
and locally stress-free (Kröner, 1960; Lee, 1969), denoted as Bint
(see Fig. 1). Note that from Eq. (8)
J ¼ JeJp ð9Þ
with Je = detFe and Jp = detFp.
The volume compression of the solid constituent is also as-
sumed to be multiplicatively decomposed into an elastic and a
plastic fraction
Js ¼ Jes Jps : ð10Þ
Moreover, the variation in ﬂuid mass content mw is assumed to be
additively decomposed into
mw ¼ mew þ mpw; ð11Þ
where mew and m
p
w are respectively the reversible and the irrevers-
ible variations in ﬂuid mass content (per initial unit volume in the
reference conﬁguration). Let us note that the ﬂuid mass content ismw ¼ mew þmw0; ð12Þ
where mw0 ¼ mw0 þ mpw is the ‘initial’ ﬂuid mass content in the
intermediate conﬁguration Bint per unit volume of the reference
conﬁguration B0, which is deduced bearing in mind that, from Eq.
(7) written in the intermediate conﬁguration Bint (which is locally
stress-free), the ‘initial’ porosity is
np ¼ 1 ð1 n0ÞJps =Jp ð13Þ
and consequently, from Eq. (5), the ‘initial’ ﬂuid mass content mw0
can be rewritten as
mw0 ¼ qw0npJp ¼ qw0ðJp  ð1 n0ÞJps Þ: ð14Þ
The reversible part of the variation of ﬂuid mass content per unit
volume of the reference conﬁguration is thus
mew ¼ mw mw0 ¼ JpðqwJe  qw0Þ  ð1 n0ÞJps qwJes  qw0
 
: ð15Þ
Note that mew is expressed per unit volume of the reference con-
ﬁguration. The corresponding quantity referred to the unit volume
of the intermediate conﬁguration is ~mew ¼ mew=Jp, whereas the ‘ini-
tial’ ﬂuid mass content in the intermediate conﬁguration expressed
per unit volume of the intermediate conﬁguration is
~mw0 ¼ mw0=Jp ¼ qw0np.
Jw can be expressed in terms of elastic strain-like quantities de-
ﬁned in the intermediate conﬁguration, namely Je and ~mew (or m
e
wÞ
Jw ¼ qw0
nJpJe
mw0 þ mew
¼ qw0
nJe
~mw0 þ ~mew
: ð16Þ
Bearing in mind the well-known fact that the multiplicative decom-
position is not unique (in fact the intermediate conﬁguration is
determined except for the rotations), all constitutive equations in
elastoplasticity must be invariant with respect to rotations of both
the intermediate conﬁguration and the reference conﬁguration
(Haupt, 2000). So the ﬂow rule (deﬁned below) enables us to deter-
mine Fp except for the rotations, which can be arbitrary for isotropic
behaviour.
The velocity gradient L ¼ _FF1 can be deduced from Eq. (8) and
is
L ¼ Le þ FeeLpF1e ; ð17Þ
where
Le ¼ _FeF1e and eLp ¼ _FpF1p : ð18ÞeLp (denoted as the ‘plastic distortion rate’ by Mandel, 1972) is de-
ﬁned on the intermediate conﬁguration, while Le and FeeLpF1e are
deﬁned on the current conﬁguration. In fact,
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is exactly the push forward of eLp to the current conﬁguration (e.g.
Steinmann, 2002). Likewise,
eLe ¼ F1e LeFe ¼ F1e _Fe and eL ¼ F1e LFe ð20Þ
are the pull back of Le and L, respectively, to the intermediate con-
ﬁguration. Thus, from Eq. (17) eL ¼ eLe þ eLp (e.g. Miehe, 1994). From
now on, the quantities deﬁned in the intermediate conﬁguration
Bint will be denoted with a superposed (~).
The basic relationships that can be deduced from Eqs. (17) and
(18) are generally accepted in the literature for single-phase media
(e.g. Lubliner, 1990; Maugin, 1992; Simo, 1998) and are applied
here to saturated porous media. However, we believe that any
other different elastoplastic approach proposed for single-phase
media could also be incorporated in the elastoplastic framework
proposed here for saturated porous media, providing the dissipa-
tion computed in terms of pore pressure is consistent with the dis-
sipation computed in terms of the chemical potential, when the
ﬂuid and the solid constituents are incompressible (see Subsection
Incompressible ﬂuid and solid constituents of Appendix C).
For the sake of convenience, let us use the letters ‘e’ and ‘p’ as
both superscript and subscript to denote the reversible and irre-
versible quantities, respectively.3. The stress power and the Clausius–Planck inequality
The stress power and the Clausius–Planck inequality are impor-
tant for the formulation of consistent constitutive equations, so
they are recalled in this section. The balance equations may help
to give a more complete picture of the mechanical and hydraulical
response of saturated porous media under ﬁnite strains, however,
so they are brieﬂy recalled in Appendix A for the sake of
completeness.
A control volume of porous material saturated with an inviscid
compressible ﬂuid constitutes an open systemwhere the pore ﬂuid
can enter and exit. From the classical concepts of thermodynamics
(see for instance Haase, 1969), for such an open system the stress
power _W0 is given by the sum of the work done by the total stress
in the corresponding work-conjugate strain rate (i.e. the selected
stress and strain measures must obviously be work-conjugate)
and by the chemical potential of the pore ﬂuid lw during the addi-
tion/subtraction of ﬂuid mass _mw. The stress power _W0 (per unit
volume of the undeformed solid skeleton) can obviously be ex-
pressed in terms of stress and strain tensors on any conﬁguration,
according to the following identities
_W0 ¼ T ð2Þ  _G þ lw _mw ¼ K  Dþ lw _mw ¼ eT ð2Þ  eGM þlw _mw; ð21Þ
where T(2) is the total second Piola–Kirchhoff stress in the reference
conﬁguration, K the total Kirchhoff stress tensor and eT ð2Þ is the total
second Piola–Kirchhoff stress in the intermediate conﬁguration,
which is related to the other stress measures by well-known push
forward and pull back relationships
eT ð2Þ ¼ F1e KFTe ¼ FpT ð2ÞFTp ; ð22Þ
lw is the chemical potential of the pore ﬂuid, which is deﬁned un-
der isothermal conditions as follows:
_lw ¼
_pw
qw
; ð23Þ
where pw is the (positive) pore ﬂuid pressure and G = (C  I)/2 (with
C = FTF) is the Green tensor (thus _G ¼ _C=2Þ, D = (L + LT)/2 is the rate
of deformation tensor and eG ¼ FTp GF1p is the Green tensor in theintermediate conﬁguration, having the following objective Oldroyd
rate
eGM ¼ FTp _GF1p ¼ FTeDFe: ð24Þ
The chemical potential lw of the pore ﬂuid coincides with the
free enthalpy per unit mass. It is worth mentioning that, in the case
of an incompressible pore ﬂuid (i.e. qw = qw0 and Jw = 1), the pore
pressure is indeterminate and, according to Biot (1972), the chem-
ical potential lw comes down to
lw ¼
pw
qw0
: ð25Þ
As discussed below (Section 5), to deduce the basic structure of
elastoplastic relationships for saturated porous media with com-
pressible solid (and ﬂuid) constituents, it is useful to consider the
general form of the Clausius–Planck inequality. Under isothermal
conditions, this inequality can be cast in the following form, with
reference for instance to the stress and strain tensors on the inter-
mediate conﬁguration
Dint ¼  _w0 þ _W0 ¼  _w0 þ eT ð2Þ  eGM þlw _mw
 !
P 0; ð26Þ
wherew0 is the free energy density function (per unit volume of the
undeformed solid skeleton), representing the stored energy associ-
ated with elastic deformations (Lee, 1969; Mandel, 1972), so Dint is
the internal dissipation rate per unit volume of the undeformed so-
lid skeleton. The general expression of the free energy density func-
tion of saturated porous media with compressible solid and ﬂuid
constituents proposed by Gajo (2010) will be extended to the con-
text of irreversible deformations in Section 4.
4. The hyperelastic model taking solid phase compressibility
into account
According to Biot (1972) and to the classical concepts of ther-
modynamics (e.g. Haase, 1969), the free energy w0 of the saturated
porous medium (which is conceived as an open system fromwhich
the pore ﬂuid can ﬂow freely in and out) at ﬁnite strains under iso-
thermal conditions depends on a ‘strain measure and on the total
mass of ﬂuid added in the pores’. As a strain measure we can select
the left Cauchy–Green strain tensor Be ¼ FeFTe or the elastic Green
tensor in the reference conﬁguration Ge, deﬁned as follows:
Ge ¼ G  12 F
T
pFp  I
 
¼ 1
2
FTF  FTpFp
 
ð27Þ
or the Green tensor of the elastic deformation eGe in the intermedi-
ate conﬁguration which is obtained as the push forward of Ge
eGe ¼ FTp GeF1p ¼ 12 ðeC e  IÞ; ð28Þ
where eC e ¼ FTeFe is the right Cauchy–Green tensor in the intermedi-
ate conﬁguration.
Since the free energy density function per unit volume of the
reference conﬁguration represents the stored energy associated
with elastic deformations (Lee, 1969; Mandel, 1972), extending
Gajo’s proposal (2010) to the context of irreversible deformations,
the free energy density function is subsequently assumed to de-
pend on the elastic strain-like quantities eC e (or Be) and mew. In fact,
the free energy of the saturated porous solid per unit volume of the
undeformed solid skeleton can be expressed as
w0 ¼ w0ðBe; mew; aÞ or w0 ¼ w0ðeC e; mew; aÞ; ð29Þ
where a is a suitable vector of state variables. The two expressions
of the isotropic tensor function w0 in Eq. (29) are equivalent (in fact,
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are a potential for the work conjugate stress variables, namely: the
total Kirchhoff stress tensor K (conjugated to Be), the symmetric
second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor relative to the intermediate
conﬁguration eT ð2Þ (conjugated to eC eÞ and ﬁnally the chemical po-
tential of pore ﬂuid lw (conjugated to mewÞ. Thus from Eq. (29)2
we obtain
eT ð2Þ ¼ 2 @w0ðeC e; mew; aÞ
@eC e and lw ¼ @w0ð
eC e; mew; aÞ
@ mew
: ð30Þ
According to Gajo (2010), the expression of the free energy den-
sity function of the whole saturated porous medium is not the sim-
ple sum of the free energies of the single constituents and can be
obtained from the constitutive equations of each constituent and
from the behaviour of the solid skeleton, as follows:
w0ðeC e; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ
¼ wskiso0ð
eC e;aÞ þ wskvol0 ðJe=Jesf ;aÞ
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{solid skeleton
þð1 nÞJ
Js
wsg0 ðJesf ;aÞ
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{solid constituent
þ nJ
Jw
wfl0ðJwÞ þ
k
qw0
mw
 zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{pore fluid
þ@w
sk
vol0 ðJe=J
e
sf ;aÞ
@ðJe=Jesf Þ
Je
Jesf
@wsg0 ðJesf ;aÞ
@Jesf
Jesf
Ks
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{coupling
ð31Þ
where eC e ¼ J2=3e eC e is the isochoric part of eC e (thus det eC e ¼ 1Þ,
wsk0 ðeC e;aÞ ¼ wskiso0 ðeC e;aÞ þ wskvol0 ðJe=Jesf ;aÞ ð32Þ
is the free energy density of the solid skeleton (consisting of an iso-
choric and a volumetric component, expressed per unit initial vol-
ume of the solid skeleton), wfl0ðJwÞ is the free energy density of the
pore ﬂuid (per unit initial volume of the ﬂuid constituent), k is an
integration constant, wsg0 ðJes ;aÞ is the volumetric component of the
free energy density of the solid constituent (per unit initial volume
of the solid constituent), Jesf is the elastic volume compression of
the solid constituent due to the ﬂuid pressure, which will be deﬁned
later on, and ﬁnally Ks plays the part of the bulk modulus of the so-
lid constituent.
Note that the dependence of wsk0 in Eq. (31) on the state vari-
ables a takes into account the irreversible behaviour associated
with the solid skeleton (due, for instance, to grain rearrangements
in a granular medium), whereas the dependence of wsg0 on a takes
into account the irreversible behaviour in the solid constituent.
The pore ﬂuid is not affected by any irreversible response. Finally,
it is worth noting that the two volume ratios, (1  n)J/Js = 1  n0
and nJ/Jw, appearing in Eq. (31) provide the free energies of the sin-
gle constituents expressed per unit undeformed volume of the
whole solid skeleton, namely
nJ
Jw
wfl0 and
ð1 nÞJ
Js
wsg0 : ð33Þ
The two volume ratios consequently depend on total deformation
quantities (namely J, Js), not just on the elastic fractions (namely
Je and J
e
sÞ. This implies a dependence of w0 on the plastic strain-like
quantities Jp and m
p
w, which are therefore included among the state
variables (denoted with a in Eq. (29)). It is convenient to keep Jp and
mpw separate, however, among the arguments of w0, with respect to
the other state variables (denoted with a), as in Eq. (31), because in
many circumstances Jp and m
p
w induce elastoplastic coupling, unlikethe other state variables, which do not (as discussed later on). Thus,
the vector a will include all state variables except Jp and m
p
w. Some
considerations on referring the free energy density function to the
state variables in the form of a (thus including Jp and m
p
wÞ, instead
of a (i.e. keeping Jp and m
p
w separate from the other internal vari-
ables), will be outlined in Remark C.1 in Appendix C.
Although any arbitrary constitutive assumption can be adopted
for wsk0 ðeC e;aÞ and wfl0ðJwÞ, within the framework proposed by Gajo
(2010) the volumetric component of the free energy density func-
tion of the solid constituent wsg0 ðJes ;aÞ cannot be chosen arbitrarily
and the following simple expression will be employed
wsg0 ðJes ;aÞ ¼
1
2
KsðLn JesÞ2 þ w^sg0 ðaÞ; ð34Þ
where Jes is the total reversible volume change of the solid constitu-
ents, which is assumed to be multiplicatively split into
Jes ¼ JesmJesf ð35Þ
with Jesm the reversible volume change of the solid constituent due
to intergranular contact stresses, and Jesf the reversible volume
change of the solid constituent due to pore pressure. The total Kir-
chhoff stress within the solid constituent is assumed to equate to
Ks ¼ K
0
1 n0
zﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄ{K 0s
JspwI; ð36Þ
where K0s is the effective Kirchhoff stress within the solid constitu-
ent (induced by intergranular contact forces), thus from Eq. (34)
Ln Jesf ¼ ðJspwÞ=Ks ð37Þ
and
Ln Jesm ¼ K 0vol=½ð1 n0ÞKs; ð38Þ
where K 0vol ¼ trK 0=3 and K 0vol ¼ Kvol þ Jpw the volumetric component
of the effective Kirchhoff stress tensor.
It is a good idea to emphasise the physical meaning of the free
energy of the solid skeleton wsk0 : this contribution can be evaluated
by performing mechanical tests in which the pore ﬂuid pressure of
the saturated porous medium is kept constant (so that even at
atmospheric pressure, pw = pw0 = 0). This means that the experi-
ments for evaluating wsk0 could be performed equally well on dry
samples. As a result (see Gajo, 2010), wsk0 takes into account the
macroscopic strains due to the following contributions: the strains
of the solid skeleton (due, for instance, to the rearrangements of
the solid grains in a granular medium) and the isochoric distor-
sions and volumetric strains of the solid constituents (e.g. the
strains of the solid grains in a granular medium) due to the inter-
granular contact forces (which are related to K 0volÞ. In contrast, the
volumetric strains of the solid constituent due to the ﬂuid pressure
are considered separately, in wsg0 ðJes ;aÞ.
Fig. 1 shows that the macroscopic volume change of the solid
skeleton induced by the microscopic volume change of the solid
constituents due to the pore pressure, Fesf ¼ ðJesf Þ1=3I, is treated
like a thermal strain, by considering an intermediate conﬁguration
(according to Lu and Pister, 1975) denoted with Bsf (see Fig. 1). In
the same way, the plastic volume change due to the solid constit-
uents, Fps ¼ ðJps Þ1=3I, introduces a further intermediate conﬁguration
Bps in Fig. 1, and is treated like a thermal strain for the plastic defor-
mation gradient Fp.
From Eq. (31) the following hyperelastic constitutive relation-
ships are obtained
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@eC e ¼
@wskvol0 ðJe=J
e
sf ;aÞ
@ðJe=Jesf Þ
Je
Jesf
eC1e
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{eT 0ð2Þvol
þ J @w
fl
0ðJwÞ
@Jw
zﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄ{pw eC1e ð39Þ
eT ð2Þiso ¼ 2 @~wiso0 ðeC e;aÞ
@eC e ¼ 2J2=3e eP
@wskiso0 ð
eC e;aÞ
@eC e
24 35; ð40Þ
lw ¼
@wvol0 ðJe; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ
@ mew
¼ 1
qw0
 @w
fl
0ðJwÞ
@Jw
Jw þ wfl0ðJwÞ þ k
 !
;
ð41Þ
where eP ¼ I 1=3eC1e  eC e, and _Je ¼ JeeC1e  ð _eC e=2Þ.
For the further developments, it is useful to derive the dissipative
stress-like quantities eT ð2Þp and lp, which are the work-conjugated
to the plastic strain-like quantities, ln Jp and m
p
w, namely
eT ð2Þp ¼ Jp @wvol0 ðJe; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ@Jp eC1e ¼ 0; ð42Þ
lp ¼
@wvol0 ðJe; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ
@ mpw
¼ 1
qw0
wfl0ðJwÞ þ k
 
; ð43Þ
where lp has an important physical meaning, since it equates to
lp ¼
1
qw0
wfl0ðJwÞ þ k
 
¼ 
Z pw
pw0
pwd
1
qw
 
¼ lw 
pw
qw
ð44Þ
and consequently represents the work needed to compress the pore
ﬂuid from the initial pressure pw0 = 0 to the current pressure pw
(Biot, 1972).
It is worth adding that, in the case of incompressibility of the
solid constituents (i.e. _Js ¼ 0Þ or of null plastic deformations in
the solid constituents (i.e. _Jps ¼ 0Þ, the dissipative stress-like quan-
tities are reduced toeT ð2Þp ¼ JpweC1e and lp ¼ lw: ð45Þ
Just to give a simple example of the approach proposed by Gajo
(2010), the following forms of free energy density will be
considered
wfl0ðJwÞ ¼ KwðJwLn Jw  Jw þ 1Þ; ð46Þ
wsk0 ðeC e;aÞ ¼ 12Kðln Je=Jesf Þ2 þ 12lðtr eC e  3Þ þ w^sk0 ðaÞ; ð47Þ
where Kw is a constitutive parameter acting as a bulk stiffness of the
pore ﬂuid, the integration constant becomes k = 0, and K and l are
the constitutive parameters describing the bulk and the shear stiff-
ness of the solid skeleton. In this case, the hyperelastic constitutive
relationships are reduced to
eT ð2Þvol ¼ 2 @~wvol0 ðJe; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ
@eC e ¼ KLn JeeC1e
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{eT 00ð2Þvol
aJpweC1e ; ð48Þ
eT ð2Þiso ¼ 2 @~wiso0 ðeC e;aÞ
@eC e ¼ lJ2=3e eP I½  ¼ lJ2=3e I  tr
eC e
3
eC1e
 !
; ð49Þ
lw ¼
@~w0ðeC e; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ
@ mew
¼ Kw
qw0
1 qw0
nJpJe
mw0 þ mew
 
; ð50Þ
with a deﬁned by
a ¼ 1 JsK
JKs
ð51Þrepresenting the extension to large strains of the deﬁnition of
‘effective stress’ according to Nur and Byerlee (1971), in whicheT 00ð2Þvol ¼ KLn JeeC1e . Thus Eq. (51) is valid for both elastic and elasto-
plastic behaviour. Note that, in small strain theory, a = 1  K/Ks
and a  1 approximately when the solid grains are much stiffer
than the solid skeleton (i.e. Ks  K, Rice and Cleary, 1976).
4.1. The reversible and irreversible objective rates of strain-like
quantities
From Eqs. (17) and (19), the rate of deformation tensor D can be
additively decomposed into an elastic and a plastic component
according to
D ¼ De þ Dp; ð52Þ
in which the elastic and the plastic strain components are
De ¼
Le þ LTe
 
2
and Dp ¼
Lp þ LTp
 
2
: ð53Þ
Let us introduce the corresponding objective Oldroyd rates of the
Green tensors eGe and eGp operating on the intermediate
conﬁguration
eGeM ¼ FTeDeFe ¼ _eC e2 and eGp
M
¼ FTeDpFe: ð54Þ
Thus, from Eq. (52), the rate of the total deformation eGM ¼ FTeDFe can
also be additively decomposed into
eGM ¼ eGeM þ eGpM : ð55Þ
The following identities hold true
eGeM ¼ 12 ðeC eeLe þ eLTe eC Te Þ; and eGp
M
¼ 1
2
ðeC eeLp þ eLTp eC Te Þ: ð56Þ
As Lubliner pointed out (1990), there is no single deﬁnition for the
‘plastic deformation rate’ eGpM . For instance, one deﬁnition that has
sometimes been adopted is eGpM ¼ ðeLp þ eLTpÞ=2 (e.g. Haupt, 2000).
The assumption shown in Eq. (54)2 has been adopted here, how-
ever, because – as discussed in Subsection Incompressible ﬂuid and
solid constituents of Appendix C – unlike other deﬁnitions, it gives
consistent evaluations of the internal dissipation computed in
terms of pore pressure by comparison with the internal dissipation
computed in terms of chemical potential, when the ﬂuid constitu-
ent is incompressible.
From the additive decompositions of D and eGM (Eqs. (52) and
(55)), _G can also be additively decomposed into
_G ¼ _Ge þ _Gp; ð57Þ
where _Ge and _Gp are the following pulled back quantities
_Ge ¼ FTp eGeM Fp ¼ FTDeF and _Gp ¼ FTp eGpM Fp ¼ FTDpF: ð58Þ
As far as the variation in ﬂuid mass content (per unit volume of
solid skeleton in the reference conﬁguration) is concerned, from
Eqs. (5) and (7) we generally have
mw ¼ qwðJ  ð1 n0ÞJsÞ  qw0n0; ð59Þ
_mw ¼ _qwðJ  ð1 n0ÞJsÞ þ qwð_J  ð1 n0Þ_JsÞ; ð60Þ
while for the elastic part and its rate, from Eq. (15),
mew ¼ qwðJ  ð1 n0ÞJsÞ  qw0 Jp  ð1 n0ÞJps
 
; ð61Þ
_mew ¼ _qwðJ  ð1 n0ÞJsÞ þ qw Jp _Je  ð1 n0ÞJps _Jes
 
: ð62Þ
1 Alternatively, the approach proposed by Miehe (1994) for single-phase media
(making reference to the Mandel stress eR and to eLe , as discussed in Section 5) can
likewise be extended to two-phase media.
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ﬂuid mass content,
_mpw ¼ _mw  _mew ¼ qwðJe _Jp  ð1 n0ÞJes _Jps Þ; ð63Þ
from which we can deduce that
_Jps
Jps
¼ Jð1 n0ÞJs
_Jp
Jp
 1ð1 n0ÞJs
_mpw
qw
: ð64Þ
Thus _Jps =J
p
s is expressed in terms of the measurable macroscopic irre-
versible quantities _Jp=Jp and _m
p
w.
4.2. The hyperelastic rate equations taking solid phase compressibility
into account
Following Gajo (2010) and using Eq. (64), the time differentia-
tion of the chemical potential is reduced to
_lw ¼ s Kwmw b
aþ rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ J
_Je
Je
þ s Kw
mw
b
nJ
mw
_mew
 s Kw
mw
b
rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ J
_Jp
Jp
þ s Kw
mw
b
rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ
nJ
mw
_mpw: ð65Þ
Likewise, by time differentiating the hyperelastic constitutive law
(see Gajo, 2010, for details), _eT ð2Þ is found to equate to
_eT ð2Þ ¼ eCe½ _eC e=2  s Kwmw baþ rð1 aÞ1þ rð1 aÞ JeC1e _mew
þ s Kw
mw
b
rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ
aþ rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞqwJ
2  Jpw
 eC1e _JpJp
 s Kw
mw
b
rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ
aþ rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ J
eC1e _mpw; ð66Þ
where eCe ¼ eCeiso þ eCevol has the major (and minor) symmetries and
is given in the Appendix B, and
b ¼ 1þ s Kw
mw
J2s
Ks
ð1 n0Þð1 aÞ
ð1þ rð1 aÞÞ qw
 !1
; s ¼ @
2wflðJwÞ
@J2w
Jw
Kw
; ð67Þ
a ¼ K
Ksð1 n0Þ t; r ¼
Jspw
Ks
; ð68Þ
t ¼ 1
K
@2wskvol0 ðJe=J
e
sf Þ
@ðJe=Jesf Þ2
Je
Jesf
þ @w
sk
vol0 ðJe=J
e
sf Þ
@ðJe=Jesf Þ
 !
Je
Jesf
: ð69Þ
Taking Eq. (542) into account and bearing in mind that
_Jp
Jp
¼ eC1e  eGpM ; ð70Þ
the time differentiation of the hyperelastic constitutive laws can be
expressed in the following generalised matrix notation
_eT ð2Þ
_lw
" #
¼
eCe ceeC1e
ceeC1e de
" # eGeM
_mew
24 35þ eCp cpeC1e
cpeC1e dp
" # eGpM
_mpw
24 35;
ð71Þ
where the scalar quantities ce, de, cp, cp and dp are given in Appendix
B. Note the non-symmetry of the second term in Eq. (71) due to the
elastoplastic coupling (which generally leads to cp – cpÞ.
Remark 4.2.1. For null pore pressure (pw = 0) or in the particular
case of null plastic volume change of the solid constituents ð_Jps ¼ 0Þ,
or in the case of incompressibility of the solid constituents ð_Js ¼ 0,
implying that a = 1, r = 0, a = 0 and b = 1), the symmetry of the
tangent stiffness is recovered because cp ¼ cp ¼ dp ¼ 0. Moreover,
if _Jps ¼ 0 or if _Js ¼ 0, then eCp ¼ JpweC1e  eC1e .The objective Oldroyd rate of eT ð2Þ is deﬁned as
eT ð2Þr ¼ Fp _T ð2ÞFTp ¼ _eT ð2Þ  eLpeT ð2Þ  eT ð2ÞeLTp ; ð72Þ
so, in the case of null plastic spin, fW p ¼ ðeC eeLp  eLTp eC Te Þ=2 ¼ 0 (see
the discussion in Section 5), from Eqs. (72) and (71) we obtain
eT ð2Þr
_lw
264
375 ¼ eCe ceeC1e
ceeC1e de
24 35 eGM
_mw
264
375

eAp ðce  cpÞeC1e
ðce  cpÞeC1e ðde  dpÞ
24 35 eGpM
_mpw
264
375; ð73Þ
where from Eq. (56)2, and bearing in mind the symmetry of eC1e andeT ð2Þ,eAp ¼ eCe  eCp þ eC1e eT ð2Þ þ eT ð2ÞeC1e ð74Þ
is symmetric.
It is worth noting that the equivalent objective rate forms in the
reference conﬁguration (i.e. in terms of _T ð2Þ, _G and _GpÞ or in the cur-
rent conﬁgurations (i.e. in terms of K
r
, D and Dp) can easily be ob-
tained by pushing forward or pulling back the rate form given in Eq.
(73): for instance, given that
eT ð2Þr ¼ ðF1e  F1e Þ½Kr and eGM ¼ ðFTe  FTe Þ½D ð75Þ
pushing forward results in
K
r
_lw
24 35 ¼ ðFeFeÞeCeðFTeFTe Þ ceeC1e ðFTeFTe Þ
ceðFeFeÞeC1e de
24 35 D
_mw
" #

ðFeFeÞ eApðFTeFTe Þ ðce  cpÞeC1e ðFTeFTe Þ
ðce  cpÞðFeFeÞeC1e ðde  dpÞ
24 35 Dp
_mpw
" #
:
ð76Þ
The formulation equivalent to the one proposed by Simo (1998) for
single-phase media in the current conﬁguration is therefore easy to
recover from Eq. (76).1
5. Basic structure of the yield function and the plastic potential
Some useful hints about the basic structure of elastoplastic rela-
tionships for saturated porous media with compressible solid (and
ﬂuid) constituents can be deduced from the expression of the
internal dissipation rate and from the principle of maximum
dissipation.
Concerning the general form of the Clausius–Planck inequality
(Eq. (26)), let us ﬁrst observe that from the symmetry of K andeT ð2Þ and from Eqs. (17), (20) and (22)
K  De ¼ K  ðFeeLeF1e Þ ¼ eR  eLe ¼ eT ð2Þ  eGeM ¼ T ð2Þ  _Ge ð77Þ
and
K  Dp ¼ K  ðFeeLpF1e Þ ¼ eR  eLp ¼ eT ð2Þ  eGpM ¼ T ð2Þ  _Gp; ð78Þ
where the unsymmetric tensor eR ¼ eC e eT ð2Þ is usually referred to as
the ‘Mandel stress tensor’. Moreover _w0 can be written, for the sake
of generality, as follows:
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where the dissipative forces eT ð2Þp and lp are deﬁned in Eqs. (42) and
(43) (or in Eq. (45) for _Jps ¼ 0 or _Js ¼ 0Þ, and b = @w0/@a is generally a
non-linear function of a. Due to Eq. (55), Dint can be rewritten as
follows:
Dint ¼ eT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp   eGpM þðlw  lpÞ _mpw  b  _aP 0: ð80Þ
For the special choice of free energy density functions given in
Eqs. (46) and (47), b is reduced to b ¼ dðw^sk0 ðaÞ þ ð1 n0Þw^sg0 ðaÞÞ=
da. From Eqs. (77) and (78), different alternative forms of the
internal dissipation rate can obviously be obtained.2
According to Haupt (2000), prompted by the expression of elas-
ticity relations in terms of the intermediate conﬁguration, it is
expedient to express all constitutive relationships of elastoplastic-
ity in terms of dual stress and strain variables in the intermediate
conﬁguration. From the expression of the dissipation rate (Eq.
(80)), it is convenient to assume the existence of a convex elastic
domain deﬁned in the generalised stress-space by a yield criterion
as follows:
~f eT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp ;lw  lp;b  6 0: ð82Þ
As a result, following Simo and Miehe (1992), the generalisation of
the principle of maximum dissipation (which requires that the
internal dissipation Dint is maximum) leads the evolution equation
to have the following general form
eGpM ¼ _k @~f ðeT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp ;lw  lp; bÞ
@ðeT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp Þ ;
_mpw ¼ _k
@~f ðeT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp ;lw  lp;bÞ
@ðlw  lpÞ
;
_a ¼ _k @
~f ðeT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp ;lw  lp; bÞ
@b
; ð83Þ
where _k is the plastic multiplier acting as a Lagrangian multiplier,
which satisﬁes the Kuhn–Tucker conditions. In the case of non-
associative plasticity, in the ﬂow criterion (Eq. (83)), the yield func-
tion ~f is replaced by a plastic potential ~g.
In the general case of non-null plastic volume strains in the so-
lid constituent ð_Jps – 0Þ, from Eqs. (42) and (43), the yield criterion
and the plastic potential are reduced to
~f eT ð2Þ; pw
qw
;b
 
6 0 and ~g eT ð2Þ; pw
qw
;b
 
¼ 0; ð84Þ
where the arguments of ~f and ~g have a strong physical meaning and
are easily measurable.
Like single phase media, the ﬂow rule in Eq. (83)1 does not de-
ﬁne eLp completely, because the plastic spin fW p ¼ ðeC eeLp  eLTp eC Te Þ=2
is undetermined (e.g. Miehe, 1994). A widely-used simplifying
assumption is that fW p ¼ 0 (Simo, 1998).
2 Given that eR  eL ¼ K  D, the internal dissipation rate (per unit volume of the solid
skeleton in the reference conﬁguration) due to the mechanical work (Eq. (80)) can be
rewritten in the following equivalent forms
Dint ¼ ðK  KpÞ  Dp þ ðlw  lpÞ _mpw  b  _a
¼ ðeR  eRpÞ  eLp þ ðlw  lpÞ _mpw  b  _a ¼
¼ T ð2Þ  T ð2Þp
 
 _Gp þ ðlw  lpÞ _mpw  b  _aP 0; ð81Þ
where the dissipative stresses Kp, eRp and T ð2Þp are related to eT ð2Þp through the usual
pushing forward/pulling back relationships.Alternative forms of the yield function and the plastic potential
can be easily obtained from the equivalent expressions of the inter-
nal dissipation rate.3
Remark 5.1. In the particular case of incompressibility of the solid
constituents (i.e. _Js ¼ 0Þ or in the case of null plastic deformations
in the solid constituents (i.e. _Jps ¼ 0Þ, from Eq. (45) the arguments of
the yield criterion (Eq. (82)) and the plastic potential turn out to beeT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp ¼ eT 0ð2Þ and lw  lp = 0, namely
~f ðeT 0ð2Þ; bÞ 6 0 and ~gðeT 0ð2Þ; bÞ ¼ 0: ð85Þ
As a result, the yield function and the plastic potential do not de-
pend on the pore pressure and can consequently be evaluated using
experiments performed, for instance, at null pore pressures or even
in the dry porous medium.6. Consistency condition and the hyperelastoplastic rate
equations
Due to the selected arguments of the yield function (Eq. (84)),
the following objective rates eT ð2Þr and (pw/qw) are needed
eT ð2Þr
ðpw=qwÞ
24 35 ¼ eCe ceeC1e
ceeC1e de
" # eGM
_mw
24 35

eAp ðce  cpÞeC1e
ce  cp
 eC1e de  dp 
24 35 eGpM
_mpw
24 35; ð86Þ
where eAp is deﬁned in Eq. (74) and the coefﬁcients ce; de; cp and dp
are given in Appendix B. Note that for a null pore pressure (pw = 0),
the following equalities hold true: ce ¼ ce; de ¼ de; cp ¼ cp, and
dp ¼ dp.
From the hyperelastic rate of constitutive equations (Eqs. (71)
and (86)), the consistency condition (applied to the yield function
given in Eq. (84)) turns out to be
_~f ðeT ð2Þ;pw=qw;bÞ
¼ @
~f ðeT ð2Þ;pw=qw;bÞ
@eT ð2Þ  _eT ð2Þ þ @
~f ðeT ð2Þ; pw=qw;bÞ
@ðpw=qwÞ
ðpw=qwÞ_
þ @
~f ðeT ð2Þ;pw=qw;bÞ
@b
_b ð87Þ
in which the ﬁrst term can be rewritten as
@~f ðeT ð2Þ; pw=qw; bÞ
@eT ð2Þ  _eT ð2Þ
¼ eQ  eT ð2Þr þeLpeT ð2Þ þ eT ð2ÞeLTp
 !
¼ eQ  eAe eGM
" #
 eAp eGpM
" #
þ ce _mw  ðce  cpÞ _mpw
 eC1e
 !
ð88Þ
where eQ ¼ @~f=@eT ð2Þ denotes the yield function gradient,eAe ¼ eCe þ eC1e eT ð2Þ þ eT ð2ÞeC1e and the symmetry of the yield
function ~f ðeT ð2Þ;pw=qw;bÞ has been taken into account (thus eQ andeT ð2Þ commute). We can thus deduce that3 From Eq. (81), the plastic potential and the yield function can be deﬁned in terms
of the Mandel stress tensor eR (namely gðeR; pw=qw; bÞ ¼ 0 and f ðeR; pw=qw; bÞ ¼ 0, see
Miehe (1994), for a complete deﬁnition of eLp in single-phase media) or in the current
conﬁguration (namely g(K, pw/qw,b) = 0 and f(K,pw/qw,b) = 0), or in the reference
conﬁguration (i.e. G(T(2),pw/qw,b) = 0 and F(T(2),pw/qw,b) = 0). This possibility for
saturated porous media is exactly equivalent to what holds true in single-phase
media.
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H
eQ  eAe eGM
" #
þ ceeC1e _mw
 !*
þ @
~f
@ðpw=qwÞ
ceeC1e  eGM þde _mw
 !+
ð89Þ
where the symbol h i denotes the MacCauley brackets and the hard-
ening modulus H amounts to
H ¼ eQ  eAp ePh iþ ðce  cpÞ @~g
@ðpw=qwÞ
eC1e	 

þ @
~f
@ðpw=qwÞ
ce  cp
 eC1e  eP þ de  dp  @~g@lw
	 

þ h ð90Þ
where eP ¼ @~g=@eT ð2Þand h is deduced from
 @
~f
@b
 _b ¼ _kh: ð91Þ
After inserting Eq. (89) in the elastic rate law (Eq. (73)), the elasto-
plastic rate constitutive equation is reduced to
eT ð2Þr
_lw
24 35 ¼ eE11ep eE12epeE21ep ~e22ep
" # eGM
_mw
24 35 ð92Þ
in which the fourth-order tensor eE11ep , the two second-order tensorseE12ep and eE21ep , and the scalar ~e22ep read
eE11ep ¼ eCe fH eAp ePh iþðcecpÞ @~g@ðpw=qwÞ eC1e
 
 eAe eQh iþce @~f@ðpw=qwÞ eC1e
 !
;
ð93Þ
eE12ep ¼ ceeC1e  fH eAp ePh iþðcecpÞ @~g@ðpw=qwÞ eC1e
 
ceeC1e  eQ þde @~f@ðpw=qwÞ
 !
;
ð94Þ
eE21ep ¼ ce eC1e  fH ðce cpÞeC1e  ePþðdedpÞ @~g@ðpw=qwÞ
  eAe eQh iþce @~f@ðpw=qwÞ eC1e
 !
;
ð95Þ
~e22ep ¼ de
f
H
ðce cpÞeC1e  ePþðdedpÞ @~g@ðpw=qwÞ
 
ceeC1e  eQ þde @~f@ðpw=qwÞ
 !
;
ð96Þ
where f distinguishes plastic loading (f = 1, for ~f ðeT ð2Þ;pw=qw;bÞ ¼ 0
and _k > 0Þ from elastic unloading (f = 0, otherwise). Eq. (92) can be
considered as a generalisation of the classical Prandtl–Reuss rela-
tionship of the geometric linear theory for single-phase media to ﬁ-
nite strain multiplicative elastoplasticity for saturated porous
media with compressible constituents. Due to the previously-men-
tioned elastoplastic coupling, the generalised tangent stiffness ma-
trix is not symmetric even in the case of the associated ﬂow rule (i.e.
~g ¼ ~f , thus eP ¼ eQ Þ. The symmetry holds true only for a null pore
pressure (pw = 0) - thus cp ¼ cp ¼ dp ¼ 0 and ce ¼ ce, de ¼ de – and
for the associated ﬂow rule.
From Eqs. (64), (831) and (832), and bearing in mind Eq. (70) and
Jw = qw0/qw, the rate of plastic volume compression of the solid
constituent can be deduced as
_Jps
Jps
¼
_k
ð1 n0ÞJs
JeC1e  @~gðeT ð2Þ;pw=qw;bÞ
@eT ð2Þ  Jwqw0 @~gð
eT ð2Þ;pw=qw;bÞ
@ðpw=qwÞ
" #
:
ð97Þ
Note that _Jps =J
p
s deduced from Eq. (97) refers to the plastic volume
compression of the solid constituent induced by both the intergran-
ular contact stress (i.e. due to the effective stress, K0, see Eq. (38))and the pore ﬂuid. This is the most general case. No yield mecha-
nism is speciﬁcally considered for the solid constituent, because
all yield mechanisms of the solid constituent are taken into account
in the macroscopic yielding of the whole porous medium. In fact,
from Eq. (97), the ﬂow rule for _Jps =J
p
s is deduced from the macro-
scopic plastic potential ~gðeT ð2Þ; pw=qw;bÞ of the whole porous
medium.
Eq. (92) is the extension to ﬁnite strains and non-null plastic
volume change in the solid constituent of the rate equations pro-
posed by Loret and Harireche (1991) for saturated porous media
at small strains. This particular case is considered in the Appendix
C (Subsection Geometric linearisation (small displacements and
strains)).
Finally some basic aspects of the formulation of the constitutive
relationships in the current conﬁguration are brieﬂy recalled in the
Appendix D.7. Conclusions
Starting from the general expression of the free-energy function
of a saturated porous medium at ﬁnite deformations in the case of
compressible ﬂuid and solid constituents, and from the internal
dissipation increment, the general expressions of the plastic poten-
tial and ﬂow rule are deduced together with the general form of
the consistency condition.
According to Biot (1972), we can refer to an elementary volume
moving with the solid skeleton, which is treated as an open system,
where the ﬂuid can ﬂow freely in and out. The assumed indepen-
dent strain-like variables are a suitable measure of the strain of
the solid skeleton and the variation in the ﬂuid mass content of
the reference elementary volume. The corresponding stress vari-
ables are a suitable stress measure (which must be work-conjugate
to the selected strain measure) and the chemical potential of the
pore ﬂuid.
The generalisation of the classical Prandtl–Reuss relationship of
small strain elastoplasticity in single-phase media to ﬁnite strain
multiplicative (for F) and additive (for the ﬂuid mass content) elas-
toplasticity in saturated porous media with compressible constitu-
ents are thus provided. For this purpose, the plastic deformation
rate needs a particular deﬁnition, otherwise we obtain inconsistent
evaluations of the plastic dissipation computed in terms of pore
pressure and chemical potential of pore ﬂuid, when pore ﬂuid is
incompressible.
For the purpose of illustrating the method, the relationships are
fully developed in a simple case of linear response in the logarith-
mic volumetric strain for the solid skeleton and the ﬂuid
constituent.
Finally, the particular cases of null plastic volume compression
of the solid constituent, of incompressibility of the solid constitu-
ent, of incompressibility of both the ﬂuid and the solid constitu-
ents, of semi-linear theory (in which the solid constituent is
assumed to be nearly incompressible), and of geometrically linear-
ised theory, are each analysed in detail in the Appendix C, thus
recovering the approaches previously presented in the literature
(based on some simplifying assumptions concerning the compress-
ibility of the constituents) within the proposed uniﬁed framework
and proposing new, simpliﬁed constitutive approaches (based on
different assumptions from those used in the past).
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The large strain balance equations for a porous medium satu-
rated with a single ﬂuid are well known (Bowen, 1982; Prevost,
1980; Coussy, 1989, for an overview see also Coussy, 1995) and
are brieﬂy recalled here for the sake of completeness. The balance
equations considered here are only for the reference conﬁguration
B0 (see also Gajo and Denzer, 2010, for a more exhaustive
presentation).
Let _xðX; tÞ and €xðX; tÞ be the material description of the velocity
and acceleration of the solid phase, respectively, while the material
description of the relative velocity and acceleration of the ﬂuid
phase with respect to the solid phase are denoted with wðX; tÞ
and _wðX; tÞ.
As a result, in the reference conﬁguration B0, the Piola–Kirchhoff
mass ﬂux is deﬁned as
MR ¼ nqwJF1 w: ðA:1Þ
For a porous material that is hydraulically isotropic in the reference
conﬁguration, according to Darcy’s law we have
MR ¼ qw
K0D
g
Gradðlw þ UÞ; ðA:2Þ
where lw is the chemical potential of the pore ﬂuid (deﬁned in Eq.
(23)), K0D is the hydraulic conductivity with the dimensions of a
velocity, g is the gravity acceleration and U is the body force poten-
tial per unit mass (thus b0 = GradU, where b0 is the body force per
unit mass in the reference conﬁguration).
The mass balance equation in the reference conﬁguration B0 (as
written by Biot, 1972 and later by Bowen, 1982) is
_mw ¼ DivMR: ðA:3Þ
For an elementary volume moving with the solid phase, the
momentum balance equation for the whole porous medium in the
reference conﬁguration B0 is
ð1 n0Þqs0€xþ nqwJð€xþ _wÞ ¼ nqwJð _F þ Grad wÞF1 wþ DivS
þ ½ð1 n0Þqs0 þ nqwJb0; ðA:4Þ
where S is the total ﬁrst Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor (S = KFT with
K the total Kirchhoff stress tensor). Equivalently, the momentum
balance equation for the pore ﬂuid in the reference conﬁguration
B0 is
nqwJð€xþ s _wÞ ¼ nqwJð _F þ Grad wÞF1 w nqwJFTGradlw
 n g
K0D
JFTMR þ nqwJb0; ðA:5Þ
where s is the tortuosity. It is worth emphasising that the term
nqwJð _F þ Grad wÞF1 w in Eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) represents the convec-
tive ﬂuid acceleration force.
Appendix B. Coefﬁcients of the various generalised hyperelastic
tangent matrices
This appendix provides the expressions of the terms appearing
in the various generalised hyperelastic tangent matrices:eCeiso ¼ 2@eT ð2Þiso=@eC1e ; ðB:1Þ
eCevol ¼ 2 @wskvol0 ðJe=Jesf Þ@ðJe=Jesf Þ JeJesf  Jpw
 !eC1e eC1e
þ Kt þ ðKtÞ
2
Ksð1 n0Þ
r
1þ rð1 aÞ  Jpw
 
þ s Kw
mw
bJ2
aþ rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ
 2
qw
!eC1e  eC1e ; ðB:2Þce ¼ s Kwmw b
aþ rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ J; ðB:3Þ
de ¼ s Kwmw b
nJ
mw
; ðB:4Þ
eCp ¼ s Kwmw bJ2 rð1 aÞ1þ rð1 aÞ aþ rð1 aÞ1þ rð1 aÞqw  Jpw
 eC1e  eC1e ;
ðB:5Þ
cp ¼ s Kwmw b
rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ J; ðB:6Þ
cp ¼ s Kwmw b
rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ
aþ rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ J ¼
rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ ce; ðB:7Þ
dp ¼ s Kwmw b
rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ
nJ
mw
¼ rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞde: ðB:8Þ
Moreover, for the special choice of wfl0ðJwÞ, wskvol0 ðJe=J
e
sf Þ and wskiso0 ð
eC eÞ,
given in Eqs. (46) and (47), the fourth-order tensors Ce ¼ eCevol þ eCeiso
are reduced to
eCeiso ¼ 23lJ2=3e treC e eC1e eC1e þ 13 eC1e  eC1e
 
 2
3
lJ2=3e eC1e  I þ I  eC1e ; ðB:9Þ
eCevol ¼ Kþ K2Ksð1n0Þ r1þ rð1aÞ JpwþbJ2 aþ rð1aÞ1þ rð1aÞ
 2
qw
Kw
mw
 !eC1e  eC1e
2 KLnJeaJpwð ÞeC1e eC1e : ðB:10Þ
As a result, we have
eCe  eCp ¼ eCeiso  2 @wskvol0 ðJe=Jesf Þ@ðJe=Jesf Þ JeJesf  Jpw
 !eC1e eC1e
þ Kt þ ðKtÞ
2
Ksð1 n0Þ
r
1þ rð1 aÞ
 
þ s Kw
mw
bJ2a
aþ rð1 aÞ
ð1þ rð1 aÞÞ2
qw
!eC1e  eC1e ; ðB:11Þ
ce  cp ¼ s Kwmw b
aþ rð1 aÞ
ð1þ rð1 aÞÞ2
J; ðB:12Þ
ce  cp ¼ s Kwmw b
a
1þ rð1 aÞ J; ðB:13Þ
de  dp ¼ s Kwmw b
1
1þ rð1 aÞ
nJ
mw
: ðB:14Þ
As observed in the Remark 4.2.1, for a null pore pressure (pw = 0), or
in the particular case of a null plastic volume change of the solid
constituents ð_Jps ¼ 0Þ, or of incompressibility of the solid constitu-
ents ð_Js ¼ 0, implying that a = 1, r = 0, a = 0 and b = 1), the symmetry
of the tangent stiffness is recovered, because cp ¼ cp ¼ dp ¼ 0. For
_Jps ¼ 0 or for _Js ¼ 0, moreover, eCp ¼ JpweC1e  eC1e .
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ce ¼
aþ rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ J
pw
mw
 s Kw
mw
 
b; ðB:15Þ
de ¼ 
nJ
mw
pw
mw
 s Kw
mw
 
b; ðB:16Þ
cp ¼
rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ J
pw
mw
 s Kw
mw
 
b; ðB:17Þ
dp ¼ 
rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞ
nJ
mw
pw
mw
 s Kw
mw
 
b: ðB:18Þ
Note that for a null pore pressure (pw = 0), the following equalities
hold true: ce ¼ ce; de ¼ de; cp ¼ cp, and dp ¼ dp.
Appendix C. Particular cases
Some particular cases are analysed in detail in this appendix
with reference to the intermediate conﬁguration alone, though
these analyses can easily be extended to the reference and the cur-
rent conﬁgurations.
C.1. Null plastic volume compression of the solid constituent ð_Jps ¼ 0Þ
If the volume compression of the solid constituent is assumed
to be only reversible (i.e. _Jps ¼ 0, Jps ¼ 1, Jes ¼ Js, thus excluding any
irreversible behaviour), then Eq. (63) implies that
_mpw ¼ qwJ
_Jp
Jp
: ðC:1Þ
From Eq. (45) we have
eT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp ¼ eT 0ð2Þ and lw  lp ¼ 0
so the dissipation rate (per unit volume of the solid skeleton in the
reference conﬁguration) due to the mechanical work, Eq. (80), can
be rewritten as follows:
Dint ¼ ðeT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp Þ  eGpM þðlw  lpÞ _mpw  b  _a
¼ eT 0ð2Þ  eGpM b  _a: ðC:2Þ
As a result, the internal dissipation due to the mechanical work de-
pends only on the effective stress and the plastic deformation rate
of the solid skeleton. Thus, as anticipated in Eq. (85), it is convenient
to assume that the yield function and the plastic potential depend
only on the effective stress tensor
~f eT 0ð2Þ; b  6 0 and ~g eT 0ð2Þ; b  ¼ 0 ðC:3Þ
and the ﬂow rule is reduced to
eGpM ¼ _k @~gðeT 0ð2Þ; bÞ
@eT 0ð2Þ ðC:4Þ
whereas, from the constraint given in Eq. (C.1), the plastic rate of
variation of ﬂuid mass content (i.e. _mpwÞ is deduced from the plastic
ﬂow in the solid skeleton (i.e. _Jp=JpÞ
_mpw ¼ qwJeC1e  eGpM : ðC:5Þ
The Loret & Harireche proposal (1991) for small strains is thus
extended to ﬁnite strains.
Note that a null irreversible volumetric behaviour of the solid
constituents ð_Jps ¼ 0Þ implies that the internal variables a are asso-
ciated only with the free energy density function of the solid skel-
eton wsk0 ðeC e;aÞ, whereas a purely reversible behaviour is associatedwith the solid constituents, so that wsg0 ðJesÞ (with no dependence
on a).
In this case, the stress rates are reduced to
_eT ð2Þ  _eT ð2Þp ¼ _eT 0ð2Þ ¼ eCe eGeM
" #
þ ceeC1e _mew; ðC:6Þ
which do not depend on the plastic ﬂow. The fourth-order tensoreCe ¼ eCe þ ðqw Jce þ JpwÞeC1e  eC1e  2JpweC1e eC1e and the coefﬁ-
cient ce ¼ ce þ qwJde are the following
eCe ¼ eCeiso  2 @wskvol0ðJe=Jesf Þ@ðJe=Jesf Þ JeJesf
 !eC1e eC1e
þ Kt þ ðKtÞ
2
Ksð1 n0Þ
r
1þ rð1 aÞ
 
þ s Kw
mw
bJ2
a 1
1þ rð1 aÞ
aþ rð1 aÞ
1þ rð1 aÞqw
!eC1e  eC1e ; ðC:7Þ
ce ¼ s
Kw
mw
bJ
a 1
1þ rð1 aÞ : ðC:8Þ
The objective Oldroyd rate is thus
eT 0ð2Þr ¼ eCe eGM
" #
þ ceeC1e _mew  eAe eGpM
" #
 ce eC1e _mpw; ðC:9Þ
whereeAe ¼ eCe þ eC1e eT 0ð2Þ þ eT 0ð2ÞeC1e ðC:10Þ
is symmetric.
The consistency condition becomes
_~f ðeT 0ð2Þ; bÞ ¼ @~f ðeT 0ð2Þ; bÞ
@eT 0ð2Þ  _eT 0ð2Þ þ @
~f ðeT 0ð2Þ; bÞ
@b
_b ¼ 0 ðC:11Þ
so
_k ¼ 1
H
eQ  eAe eGM
" #
þ ceeC1e _mw
 !* +
; ðC:12Þ
where
H ¼ eQ  eAe þ ceqwJeC1e  eC1e  ePh iþ h ðC:13Þ
and eQ ¼ @~f=@eT 0ð2Þ and eP ¼ @~g=@eT 0ð2Þ.
It is worth recalling that, for a null irreversible volumetric
behaviour of the solid constituents ð_Jps ¼ 0Þ, the time differentiation
of the hyperelastic relationships (Eq. (71)) is reduced to
_eT ð2Þ
_lw
" #
¼
eCe ceeC1e
ceeC1e de
" # eGeM
_mew
24 35þ eCp 0
0 0
" # eGpM
_mpw
24 35; ðC:14Þ
where eCp ¼ JpweC1e  eC1e (see Remark 4.2.1). As a result, the
terms of the tangent elastoplastic stiffness (Eq. (92)) come to be
eE11ep ¼ eCe  fH eAp þ qwJceeC1e  eC1e ½eP  eAe½ eQ ; ðC:15ÞeE12ep ¼ ceeC1e  fH ce eC1e  eQ  eAp þ qwJceeC1e  eC1e  ePh i; ðC:16ÞeE21ep ¼ ceeC1e  fH ce þ qwJdeð Þ eC1e  eP  eAe eQh i; ðC:17Þ
~e22ep ¼ de 
f
H
ce eC1e  eQ  ce þ qwJdeð ÞðeC1e  ePÞ; ðC:18Þ
which is symmetric if the ﬂow rule is associated (i.e. ~g ¼ ~f , thuseP ¼ eQ Þ. In fact ce ¼ ce þ qwJde, moreover it is easy to show thateAe ¼ eAp þ qwJceeC1e  eC1e .
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arguments are considered in the form of
w0 ¼ w0ðeC e; mew; aÞ; ðC:19Þ
i.e. assuming that Jp and m
p
w are part of the set of internal variables
a, the dissipation function would be
Dint ¼ eT ð2Þ  eGpM þlw _mpw  b  _aP 0; ðC:20Þ
where b ¼ @w0=@a, and the arguments of the yield function and
plastic potential become
~f eT ð2Þ;lw; b  6 0 and ~g eT ð2Þ;lw; b  ¼ 0 ðC:21Þ
and the ﬂow rule
eGpM ¼ _k @~gðeT ð2Þ;lw; bÞ
@eT ð2Þ and _mpw ¼ _k @~gð
eT ð2Þ;lw; bÞ
@lw
: ðC:22Þ
On the other hand, if we assume that the plastic potential (and
the yield function) actually depends on the effective stress,eT 0ð2Þ ¼ eT ð2Þ þ JpweC1e , thus ~gðeT 0ð2Þ;aÞ ¼ 0 (and ~f ðeT 0ð2Þ;aÞ ¼ 0Þ, given
the chain rule, we shall have
_mpw ¼ _k
@~gðeT ð2Þ;lw;aÞ
@lw
¼ _k @egðeT 0ð2Þ;aÞ
@eT 0ð2Þ  @
eT 0ð2Þ
@lw
¼ qwJ _keC1e  @~gðeT 0ð2Þ;aÞ
@eT 0ð2Þ ¼ qwJeC1e  eG
M
p ¼ qwJ
_Jp
Jp
; ðC:23Þ
where Eq. (23) has been taken into account. The substitution of Eq.
(C.23) into Eq. (63) then implies that the plastic volume compres-
sion of the solid constituent is effectively null, _Jps ¼ 0. Thus, when
_Jps ¼ 0, both forms of the free energy density - namely Eq. (31)
and Eq. (C.19) - lead to the same end result. This is not always true
of the other cases considered in this work, however.
C.2. Incompressible solid constituents ð_Js ¼ 0Þ
If the solid constituent is incompressible (i.e. _Js ¼ 0, Js = 1, Jps ¼ 1,
Jes ¼ 1Þ, then from Eqs. (5) and (7) the total variation in ﬂuid mass
content (per unit volume of the solid skeleton in the reference con-
ﬁguration) and its rate are brought down to
mw ¼ qwðJ  1þ n0Þ  qw0n0 and
_mw ¼ _qwðJ  1 n0Þ þ qw _J ðC:24Þ
while, from Eq. (15), the elastic part and its rate are
mew ¼ qwðJ  1þ n0Þ  qw0ðJp  1þ n0Þ; ðC:25Þ
_mew ¼ _qwðJ  1 n0Þ þ qwJp _Je: ðC:26Þ
So, thanks to the additive decomposition of the rate of variation of
ﬂuid mass contents, we obtain here again
_mpw ¼ _mw  _mew ¼ qwJe _Jp ¼ qwJ
_Jp
Jp
: ðC:27Þ
As in the previous case, the internal dissipation rate (per unit
volume in the reference conﬁguration) due to the mechanical work
(Eq. (80)) has the same expression as Eq. (C.2). In this case, the rela-
tionships given in Subsection Null plastic volume compression of the
solid constituent are still valid, so – taking account that a = 1, a = 0,
b = 1, r = 0, and ce ¼ ce þ qwJde ¼ 0, we obtain
_k ¼ 1
H
eQ  eAe eGM
" #* +
ðC:28Þwhere H ¼ eQ  eAe½eP þ h and the terms of the tangent elastoplastic
stiffness (Eq. (92)) consequently turn out to be
eE11ep ¼ eCe  fH eAp þ qwJceeC1e  eC1e ½eP  eAe½ eQ ; ðC:29ÞeE12ep ¼ eE21ep ¼ ceeC1e ; ðC:30Þ
~e22ep ¼ de; ðC:31Þ
which is symmetric if the ﬂow rule is associated (from Eqs. (74),
(C.10), (B.11), (C.7)).
This result is consistent with the usual approach adopted in the
literature for the constitutive modelling of saturated porous media
with incompressible solid constituents, according to which the
yield function and the plastic potential are formulated in terms
of the effective stress.
C.3. Incompressible ﬂuid and solid constituents ð_Jw ¼ _Js ¼ 0Þ
If the ﬂuid and solid constituents are incompressible ð_Jw ¼ 0,
Jw = 1, thus qw = qw0, and _Js ¼ 0, Js = 1, Jps ¼ 1, Jes ¼ 1Þ, the chemical
potential of the pore ﬂuid comes down to lw = pw/qw0, while
from Eqs. (5) and (7) the total variation in ﬂuid mass content
(per unit volume of the reference conﬁguration) and its rate are
reduced to
mw ¼ qw0ðJ  1Þ and _mw ¼ qw0 _J ðC:32Þ
For the elastic part, on the other hand, from Eq. (15),
mew ¼ qw0JpðJe  1Þ and _mew ¼ qw0Jp _Je ¼ qw0J
_Je
Je
: ðC:33Þ
Thanks to the additive decomposition of the rate of variation of
ﬂuid mass content, we thus obtain here again
_mpw ¼ _mw  _mew ¼ qw0Je _Jp ¼ qw0J
_Jp
Jp
: ðC:34Þ
As a result, the internal dissipation due to the mechanical work
is expressed by Eq. (C.2) and therefore depends only on the effec-
tive stress and the plastic deformation rate of the solid skeleton.
The conclusions developed in Subsection Incompressible solid
constituents apply here too.
Remark C.2. It is worth noting that, for the consistency of the
constitutive approach, the ‘plastic deformation rate’ eGpM cannot be
chosen arbitrarily. In the case of an incompressible pore ﬂuid, in
fact, from Eqs. (25) and (C.32) the following identities hold true
eT ð2Þ  eGM þlw _mw ¼ eT ð2Þ  eGM þ pwqw0 qw0 _J ¼ eT ð2Þ  eG
M
þJpweC1e  eGM
¼ eT 0ð2Þ  eGM ðC:35Þ
where Eqs. (54) and (55) have been taken into account. Similarly,
from Eqs. (C.33) and (C.34)
eT ð2Þ  eGeM þlw _mew ¼ eT ð2Þ  eGeM þ pwqw0 qw0J
_Je
Je
¼ eT ð2Þ  eGeM þJpweC1e  eGeM ¼ eT 0ð2Þ  eGeM ; ðC:36Þ
eT ð2Þ  eGpM þlw _mpw ¼ eT ð2Þ  eGpM þ pwqw0 qw0J
_Jp
Jp
¼ eT ð2Þ  eGpM þJpweC1e  eGpM ¼ eT 0ð2Þ  eGpM : ðC:37Þ
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consequently depend only on the effective stress tensor eT 0ð2Þ and
the objective rates of deformation of the solid skeleton (i.e. eGM , eGeM
and eGpM Þ. This is consistent with Gajo (2010), who emphasised that
– in the case of incompressibility of ﬂuid and solid constituents
(and null plastic deformation) – the free energy density can be ex-
pressed only in terms of the deformation of the solid skeleton. Thus
extending this conclusion to the case of irreversible deformations,
the free energy density becomes
w0 ¼ w0ðeC e;aÞ; ðC:38Þ
thus
eT 0ð2Þ ¼ @w0ðeC e;aÞ
@eC e : ðC:39Þ
The dissipation function therefore only depends on eT 0ð2Þ, making the
yield function and the plastic potential have the form given in Eq.
(85), and the concepts expressed in Remark 5.1 are thus recovered
here in a different way. The whole constitutive model can conse-
quently be formulated only in terms of a measure of the strain of
the solid skeleton (e.g. eC eÞ and the work-conjugate effective stress
(e.g. eT 0ð2ÞÞ, as is typically done in the literature.
To achieve this inner consistency of the constitutive approach
and the consistency of the results obtained for purely elastic
behaviour (by Gajo, 2010) with those obtained in this work assum-
ing the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient
into an elastic and a plastic part (Eq. (8)), as well as the additive
decomposition of the ﬂuid mass content (Eq. (11)) and the associ-
ated concept of the intermediate conﬁguration Bint , then the plastic
deformation rate eGpM cannot be chosen arbitrarily and must satisfy
the property given in Eq. (70), namely
_Jp
Jp
¼ eC1e  eGpM : ðC:40Þ
As a result, in the case of incompressible pore ﬂuid, the dissipation
rates evaluated in terms of chemical potential and in terms of pore
pressure thus coincide with one another.
C.4. Nearly incompressible solid constituents (semilinear theory)
In the case of nearly incompressible solid constituents
(Js  1 + s), from Eqs. (37), (38) and (10), the small-strain volume
compression of the solid constituent can be additively decomposed
into an elastic and a plastic fraction
K 0vol
1 n0  Jspw ¼ KsLn
Js
Jps
 
 Ksðs  ps Þ; ðC:41Þ
so Eqs. (63) and (97) can be reduced to
_mpw  qwðJe _Jp  ð1 n0Þ _ps Þ: ðC:42Þ
According to Gajo (2010), the free energy density function
becomes
wvol0 Je; m
e
w; Jp; m
p
w;a
 
¼ wskvol0 Je  Jeesf ;a
 
þ ð1 n0Þ12Ks 
e
sf
 2
þ w^sg0 ðaÞ
þ nJ
Jw
wfl0ðJwÞ þ
k
qw0
mw
 
þ
@wskvol0 Je  Jeesf
 
@ Je  Jeesf
  Je  Jeesf esf ;
ðC:43Þ
where esf is the small strain volume change of the solid skeleton
due to pore pressureesf  
pw
Ks
: ðC:44Þ
In the special case in which wfl0 and w
sk
0 are given by Eqs. (46) and
(47), then only the total stress changes with respect to the general
case in Section 4 (Eqs. (48)–(50)) as follows:
eT ð2Þvol ¼ K Ln Je  esf eC1e  JpweC1e ðC:45Þ
whereas eT 0ð2Þiso and lw remain given by Eqs. (49) and (50). Finally,
a ¼ 1 K
JKs
: ðC:46Þ
In the general case of non-null plastic volume compression of
the solid constituent ð _ps – 0Þ, the arguments of the yield function
and the plastic potential are eT ð2Þ and pw/qw as in Eqs. (84)1 and
(84)2. In this case, from Eq. (C.42) we can deduce that
_ps 
_k
ð1 n0Þ J
eC1e  @~gðeT ð2Þ;pw=qw;bÞ
@eT ð2Þ  Jwqw0 @~gð
eT ð2Þ; pw=qw;bÞ
@ðpw=qwÞ
" #
:
ðC:47ÞRemark C.3. In the case of null plastic volume compression of the
solid constituent (i.e. _ps ¼ 0Þ, the same considerations as in
Subsection Null plastic volume compression of the solid constituent
are applicable here as well.C.5. Geometric linearisation (small displacements and strains)
In the case of small displacements and strains of the solid skel-
eton and all constituents, let  be the linearised strain tensor
( = (H + HT)/2 with H = F  I the displacement gradient), then
J  1 +  (with  = tr). According to Biot (1941), the variation in
pore ﬂuid volume content n can be introduced
n ¼ mw
qw0
; ne ¼ m
e
w
qw0
; and np ¼ m
p
w
qw0
ðC:48Þ
so mw = qw0(n0 + n) and Jw = nJ/(n0 + n). Note that
nJ  n0 +   (1  n0)s and
Jw  1 
 ð1 n0Þs  n
n0
;
where s is the small volume change of the solid constituent:
Js  1 + s.
From Eq. (11), the variation in pore ﬂuid volume content n can
be additively decomposed into an elastic and a plastic fraction:
n = ne + np. The same obviously applies to the strain of the solid
skeleton:  = e + p.
Any appropriate forms of the free energy density functions wskvol0
and wfl0 must be reduced to the following linearised forms
wskvol0 ðJe=J
e
sf ;aÞ 
1
2
K e  esf
 2
þ w^skvol0ðaÞ; ðC:49Þ
thus
@wskvol0ðJe=J
e
sf Þ
@ðJe=Jesf Þ
Je
Jesf
 K e  esf
 
; ðC:50Þ
and
wfl0ðJwÞ 
1
2
Kw Jw  1ð Þ2 thus
@wfl0ðJwÞ
@Jw
 KwðJw  1Þ ðC:51Þ
with
esf  
pw
Ks
 Kw
Ks
 ð1 n0Þs  n
n0
: ðC:52Þ
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pressed in terms of the small strain of the solid skeleton  and the
variation in pore ﬂuid volume content n as follows:
wvol0ðe; ne; p; np;aÞ
 1
2
K e  esf
 2
þ w^skvol0 ðaÞ þ ð1 n0Þ
1
2
Ks esf
 2
þ w^sgvol0ðaÞ
þ n0Kw
2
 ð1 n0Þs  n
n0
 2
þ Kesf e  esf
 
; ðC:53Þ
in fact, in the geometrically linear theory
es ¼
K
Ks
ðe  esf Þ
ð1 n0Þ þ 
e
sf : ðC:54Þ
In this case, the work-conjugate stress-like variables are the
Cauchy stress tensor r (r = T) and the pore pressure pw
1
3
trr ¼ @wvol0 ðe; n
e; p; np;aÞ
@e
¼ Kðe  esf Þ
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{trr0=3
þKwðJw  1Þ
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{pw
ðC:55Þ
pw ¼
@wvol0ðe; ne; p; np;aÞ
@ne
¼ KwðJw  1Þ
¼ Kw  ð1 n0Þs  nn0 : ðC:56Þ
It is worth noting that, like the expression of
w0ðeC e; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ for the ﬁnite strain formulation (Eq. (31)), elas-
toplastic coupling is generally expected to be involved in
wvol0 ðe; ne; p; np;aÞ for small strains (Eq. (C.53)) as well. Within
the linearised theory, for the general case of non-null plastic vol-
ume compression of the solid constituent (i.e. _ps – 0Þ, the dissipa-
tive forces are null anyway
rp ¼
@wvol0 ðe; ne; p; np;aÞ
@p
¼ 0 and
pp ¼
@wvol0 ðe; ne; p; np;aÞ
@np
¼ 0; ðC:57Þ
so the internal dissipation rate (per unit volume) due to the
mechanical work (Eq. (80)) comes down to
Dint ¼ r  _p þ pw _np  b  _aP 0; ðC:58Þ
which implies that the yield function and the plastic potential take
the form
f ðr;pw;bÞ 6 0 and gðr;pw;bÞ ¼ 0 ðC:59Þ
leading to the following generalised ﬂow rule
_p ¼ _k @gðr; pw; bÞ
@r
and _np ¼ _k @gðr;pw;bÞ
@pw
: ðC:60Þ
Within the linear theory, Eq. (64) is reduced to
_np  tr _p  ð1 n0Þ _ps ; ðC:61Þ
from which _ps may be obtained as follows:
_ps 
_k
ð1 n0Þ I 
@gðr;pw;bÞ
@r
 @gðr;pw;bÞ
@pw
 
: ðC:62Þ
The hyperelastic tangent stiffness becomes
_r
_pw
 
¼ Ce ceI
ceI de
 
_e
_ne
 
ðC:63Þ
with the usual Ce ¼ ðK þ a2Q  2l=3ÞI  I þ 2lII, ce = aQ, de = Q,
and
a ¼ 1 K
Ks
;
1
Q
¼ n0
Kw
þ a n0
Ks
: ðC:64ÞThe generalised tangent stiffness is therefore symmetric with no
elastoplastic coupling.
In the general case of non-null plastic deformations in the solid
constituents (i.e. _ps – 0Þ, from the consistency condition
_f ¼ @f r;pw; bð Þ
@r
 _rþ @f r;pw;bð Þ
@pw
_pw þ @f r; pw; bð Þ
@b
 _b ¼ 0 ðC:65Þ
the terms of the generalised elastoplastic tangent stiffness can eas-
ily be obtained as follows:
E11ep ¼ Ce 
f
H
Ce P½  þ ce @g
@pw
I
 
 Ce Q½  þ ce @f
@pw
I
 
;
E12ep ¼ ceI 
f
H
ceI  Q þ de @f
@pw
 
Ce½P þ ce @g
@pw
I
 
;
E21ep ¼ ceI 
f
H
ceI  Pþ de @g
@pw
 
Ce½Q  þ ce @f
@pw
I
 
;
e22ep ¼ de 
f
H
ceI  Q þ de @f
@pw
 
ceI  Pþ de @g
@pw
 
;
ðC:66Þ
where Q = @f/@r, P = @g/@r and H ¼ Q  ðCe½P þ ce@g=@pwIÞþ
@f=@pwðceI  Pþ de@g=@pwÞ þ h. In this case the generalised tangent
stiffness is symmetric for an associated ﬂow rule (i.e. with f = g, thus
Q = P).
Remark C.4. In the particular case of incompressibility of the solid
constituents (i.e. _s ¼ 0Þ or in the case of null plastic deformations
in the solid constituents (i.e. _ps ¼ 0Þ, the dissipative stress-like
quantities are reduced to
rp ¼ pw and pp ¼ pw; ðC:67Þ
so the internal dissipation rate (per unit volume) due to the
mechanical work (Eq. (80)) comes down to
Dint ¼ r0  _p  b  _aP 0 ðC:68Þ
(which is consistent with Coussy, 2007), thus the yield function and
plastic potential are assumed to have the form
f ðr0; bÞ 6 0 and gðr0;bÞ ¼ 0 ðC:69Þ
leading to the following generalised ﬂow rule
_p ¼ _k @gðr
0;bÞ
@r0
and _np ¼ _k @gðr
0; bÞ
@r0
; ðC:70Þ
the latter deriving from Eq. (C.62) with _ps ¼ 0.
It is noteworthy that, in these particular cases (namely _s ¼ 0 or
_ps ¼ 0Þ, the generalised tangent stiffness given in Eq. (C.63), which
is symmetric with no elastoplastic coupling, still holds true.
Finally, the hyperelastic relationships for the rate of the effec-
tive stress _r0 are
_r0 ¼ _rþ _pwI ¼ C0e½ _e þ c0eI _ne; ðC:71Þ
where c0e ¼ ð1 aÞQ and
C0e ¼ ðK  ð1 aÞaQ  2l=3ÞI  I þ 2lII ðC:72Þ
thus C0e ¼ Ce þ ceI  I. From the consistency condition applied to Eq.
(C.691), i.e.
_f ¼ @f r
0; bð Þ
@r0
 _r0 þ @f r
0;bð Þ
@b
 _b ¼ 0; ðC:73Þ
the terms of the elastoplastic tangent stiffness can easily be
deduced
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f
H
C0e½P  C0e½Q ;
E12ep ¼ ceI 
f
H
c0eI  Q
 
C0e½P;
E21ep ¼ ceI 
f
H
ðce þ deÞðI  PÞC0e½Q ;
e22ep ¼ de 
f
H
c0eI  Q
 ðce þ deÞðI  PÞ;
ðC:74Þ
where Q = @f/@r0, P = @g/@r0 and H ¼ Q  C0e½P þ c0eðI  Q ÞðI  PÞ þ h.
Here again, the generalised tangent stiffness is obviously symmetric
(in fact c0e ¼ ce þ deÞ for an associated ﬂow rule (i.e. f = g, implying
that P = Q). The formulation proposed by Loret and Harireche
(1991) is thus fully recovered.
Finally, the case of incompressible solid constituents at small
strains (i.e. _s–0Þ is straightforward and is not considered here.
Appendix D. The dissipation function and the constitutive
relations in the current conﬁguration
For the sake of completeness, this appendix provides some basic
aspects of the constitutive relationships formulated in the current
conﬁguration. The hyperelastic relations (Eqs. (39)–(41)) can be
rewritten as
K ¼ FeeT ð2ÞFTe ¼ 2 @~w0ðBe; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ@Be Be ðD:1Þ
lw ¼
@~w0ðBe; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ
@ mew
; ðD:2Þ
where Be ¼ FeFTe , and the dissipative stress-like forces are
Kp ¼ FeeT ð2Þp FTe ¼ Jp @~w0ðBe; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ@Jp I ðD:3Þ
lp ¼
@~w0ðBe; mew; Jp; mpw;aÞ
@ mpw
: ðD:4Þ
As mentioned previously, the identities in Eq. (80) also justify
the following general form of the yield function and plastic
potential
f ðK  Kp;lw  lp; bÞ 6 0 and gðK  Kp;lw  lp; bÞ ¼ 0
ðD:5Þ
with the following generalised ﬂow rule
Dp ¼ _k
@gðK  Kp;lw  lp; bÞ
@ðK  KpÞ and
_mpw ¼ _k
@gðK  Kp;lw  lp; bÞ
@ðlw  lpÞ
ðD:6Þ
where _k is the plastic multiplier.
All the considerations in Subsections Null plastic volume com-
pression of the solid constituent to Nearly incompressible solid constit-
uents (semilinear theory) of Appendix C therefore apply here too.
Once again, the ﬂow rule, Eq. (D.61), does not enable a complete
deﬁnition of Lp (appearing in the expression of Dp, Eq. (532), be-
cause the plastic spin Wp ¼ ðLp  LTpÞ=2 remains undetermined.
One option is to consider isotropy alone (so that the orientation
of the intermediate conﬁguration is irrelevant and the plastic spin
is arbitrary), or else a constitutive equation must be formulated for
the plastic spin. In this case too, a widely-used simplifying assump-
tion is that Wp = 0 (Simo, 1998).
From Eq. (542), or from the chain rule, the ﬂow rule in the inter-
mediate conﬁguration (Eq. (83)) implies the following ﬂow rule in
the current conﬁguration (Simo, 1998)@gðK  Kp;lw  lp; bÞ
@ðK  KpÞ ¼ F
T
e
@~gðeT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp ;lw  lp;bÞ
@ðeT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp Þ
 !
F1e ;
ðD:7Þ
and
@gðK  Kp;lw  lp; bÞ
@ðlw  lpÞ
¼ @
~gðeT ð2Þ  eT ð2Þp ;lw  lp;bÞ
@ðlw  lpÞ
: ðD:8Þ
From the chain rule applied to the yield function f(K  Kp,
lw  lp,b) = 0, the same considerations can be applied to the yield
function gradient too, from which it is easy to deduce the consis-
tency condition and the elastoplastic rate constitutive equations.
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